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Hebrew Year 5780 (2020): A Year Beyond, of the mouth, to speak that which was seen.  
The Times of Divine Spark & The Days of blue skies.  It holds the appointed day of 
restoration & Full Occupancy. 
 
I can see clearly now the rain is gone song  
I can see all obstacles in my way 
Gone are the dark clouds that had me blind 
It's gonna be a bright (bright), bright (bright)Sun-Shiny day. 
I think I can make it now, the pain is gone 
All of the bad feelings have disappeared 
Here is the rainbow I've been prayin' for 
It's gonna be a bright (bright), bright (bright) 
Sun-Shiny day. 

FROM THE DESK OF 
KRISTI HIGHWALKER 
 

Throne Room Appointments await you 

this year.  The New Era Is here. The 

Decade of the mouth, decree His Will, 

Decreeiing heavens Agenda 

Pey= Mouth, your mouth, gives insight 

expression of the breath.  To speak 

thatwhich was seen, an Ability, a speech, a 

strength to reach beyond.  Yod- Divine 

spark, the divine spark of God  being 
placed into the soul of man. 

 

5780 The Year of Beyond 
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Look all around, there's nothin' but blue skies 
Look straight ahead, nothin' but blue skies 
I can see clearly now, the rain is gone 
I can see all obstacles in my way 
Gone are… 
 
The Son is shining brightly, and there are new adventures and surprises waiting to be 
explored I say unto you. Look all around look again you shall see blue sky’s like you’ve 
never lived in! Take My hand, trust the path I have said and go with Me down this blue sky 
path. Truly the best is yet to come, and you are entering into your finest hour,” says the 
Lord!  This is the design of me for living beyond in the blue sky’s  
 
 “Draw me after you; let us run. The king has brought me into his chambers. We will exult 
and rejoice in you; we will extol your love more than wine; rightly do they love you” (Song 
of Songs 1:4 ESV). 
 
The number 80 is the numerical meaning of the Hebrew letter “Pey” which symbolically is 
the picture of a mouth, prophetically representing prayer, prophesy, and the decree, as 
well as breath and creativity. Additionally, it carries the implication of deliverance and 
movement and for us represents the “coming out of the bondage” season many are right 
now experiencing. There has been dark gloomy foggy days, but the blue sky’s baby are 
here and now step into the bluest of days. 
 
The clouds are beginning to disperse, the sun's rays are breaking forth through the dark 
clouds (God's Glory is shining forth), a new day has dawned, and new growth is springing 
up out of the good soil from all the seeds we have sown in 5779.  
 
Our God is getting ready to do so much in this upcoming new season! Hallelujah! But we 
must start preparing for it now tribe. So, make sure you are in the right posture and in the 
right position to see those long-delayed prophetic words fully manifested; those long 
awaited promises fulfilled in your life. You are being prepared and positioned for the race 
ahead.  
 
The Lord of Glory longs to meet you where you live, where you work, and where you are 
praying and contending for breakthrough. The Holy Spirit is urging all of us this month to 
let go of the things that would cause us to be heavy and weighted down preventing us 
from advancing into our rightful position in the Kingdom of God.  
 
This is a month to stretch forth your hands to heaven in praise and worship and decree 
and declare by faith, “I’m pressing into my new day appointments and new heavenly 
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assignments! I'm breaking through the barriers and pressing through to my promised 
victory and miracle breakthrough!" Isa.43:18-19; Isa.60; & Psalm 143:6 
 
Blue Shy’s mentality is a life of living Beyond: The Further side of it, outside the physical 
limits or range of, more extensive or extreme than, happing or continuing after having 
progressed or achieved more than, too much  for someone to achieve or understand.  
 
To reach beyond We are the writers of the mouth of acts.  Beyond the horizon, what you 
can see, now beyond by what you say.  Speaking to the Eternal  
 
I will break this all down later in the teaching of all where I got the blue sky’s and the 
beyond meanings from the Hebrew writings for not just this year but this decade we 
entered into.   
 
The Scriptures of 2020 he granted me was:   
 

1. Eph 3:20 Superabundantly More (lifestyle) = Beyond living  
 

2. Job 22:28 You shall also decide and decree a thing, and it shall be established for you; 
and the light [of God's favor] shall shine upon your ways. AMP 
 
 

3. Hab 2:2-3  And the Lord answered me and said, Write the vision and engrave it so 
plainly upon tablets that everyone who passes may [be able to] read [it easily and 
quickly] as he hastens by. 3 For the vision is yet for an appointed time and it hastens to 
the end [fulfillment]; it will not deceive or disappoint. Though it tarry, wait [earnestly] 
for it, because it will surely come; it will not be behindhand on its appointed day. [Heb 
10:37,38.] AMP 
 

4. John 14:2 (things Jesus did you shall do and GREATER)  
 
 

5. 2nd Chronicles 16:9- Eye of the Lord on Loyal to show HIMSELF strong 
 

6. James 1:19 Wherefore, my beloved brethren, let every man be swift to hear, slow to 
speak, slow to wrath: KJV 

 
7. Proverbs 31:26  (NIV) “26 She speaks with wisdom, and faithful instruction is on her 

tongue.” 
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8. Colossians 4:6 (NKJV) “6 Let your speech always be with grace, seasoned with salt, 
that you may know how you ought to answer each one.” 

 
9. Romans 12:14  (NKJV) “14 Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse” 

 
It is extremely vital that we have a weight upon that which we speak.  Let no folly come out 
of you mouth.  Vitally Important we know when and what to speak and when NOT to speak.  
Words will not be wasted in this hour we stepped into of the decade of the Pey The Widen 
Mouth. 
 
 
Understanding of the times and seasons is nothing new to the Tribes of Israel, indeed, it’s 
even understood within Nature itself. Even before the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, the 
sons and daughters of the Tribe of Issachar were known to have a deep understanding of 
the times, and they knew by faith what it was that would need to happen next in order for 
the Jewish people to align themselves with God’s plans. 
 
“And of the children of Issachar, which were men that had understanding of the times, to 
know what Israel ought to do” (I Chronicles 12:32). 
 
Today’s times are no different. Especially thanks to the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, 
those who have understanding of the Spirit of God have access to the Throne Room of 
God and are, likewise, able to see and hear what is on Heaven’s Agenda for the coming 
times. Holy Spirit filled believers are invited to join the children of Issachar to 
have understanding of the times and to know what it is the new Israel ought to do. 
 
You can watch part one teaching on YouTube, Part 2-4 coming in the month of December 
live on Facebook and posted to YouTube channel.  Search Kristi Highwalker to find the 
channel.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KRISTI HIGHWALKER 
AUTHOR OF               
SPARKS TO IGNITE 
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We are so happy to announce another project in which you our partners is making 

possible.  We are watching the divine spark of God 
being released on the earth realm.  And we are 
watching him add to the church every service.   
 
As we have been in true revival in Clinton Oklahoma 
for the past month and a half.  And every week we are 
watching salvations come, people being set free from 
Drugs instantly being sobered, lives being 
transformed healing and miracles taking place. And 
with that being the case, we heard the lord to create 
Salvation packages.  In which we have designed and 
are in the midst of creating Got Jesus, Now What 
promise book.   
 
 
The Father has instructed us that in these Salvation 
packages ( which will all be granted at no cost to the 
one gaining salvation ) we are to place in them a 
bible, and a promise book in each package.  We will 

also be having the promise book available for $8 to those who would like to purchase 
one and support the ministry in that way.  What is unique about these promise books 
is that you not only lead them to scriptures for their daily lives, but then we place a 
prayer at the end of every subject in which they have searched scripture for. 
 
The Rarity of this promise book is it is not like others you will find on the market, for 
these are wrapped around scriptures for those coming out of true darkness, and the 
demonic realm. Truly giving starting points for anyone in which to gain transformation 
from the old man to the new.    For example we will have scriptures and prayers about 
what to do for New Creation , Choosing ( people, places and things, Putting on the full 
armor of God, Renewing the mind, Putting off the past, Putting on the new, Thoughts, 
The dynamic of dysfunction, Words, Chang, Trust, Value boundaries, Forgiveness, 
Finding your worth and value, Restoration, Faith and strength, Encouraging words.  
 
To follow God’s leading, Binding and loosening,  Dealing with anxiety, Dealing with 
Fear, Dealing with shame, Dealing with guilt, Dealing with loneliness, Dealing with 
anger, Dealing with rejection, Dealing with insecurities, Dealing with death, Dealing 
with hurt, Dealing with pain, Dealing with enemies, Believe and you shall have, Ask, 
Listen, Attitudes, How to handle trials, For court cases, Breakthrough, Help, 
Protection, Strength, Wisdom and guidance, The power of decree, Desires of your 
heart, Doer of the word, Beauty for ashes.  Inner healing, Joy, Hope, Peace, Safety, 
Finances, Tithing, For a job, For favor, Deliverance, From Addiction, From Lust, From 
lust of the flesh, From Gambling, From sexual sin / perversion, From Overeating / 

Your Seeds In Action 

Promise Book 
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eating disorders, From Control, From Abuse, From Prescription Drug, From Pleasing 
man, From Perfection, For sleep, For healing, Patience, Comfort, Prayers. , Justice, 
Dealing with divorce for adults, Dealing with divorce for children, Dealing with a parent 
/ child/ spouse incarcerated.   
 
Example of extra Prayers 
Prayers for Salvation, Prayer for Deliverance, Binding satanic powers. Breaking and 
releasing from curses, Freedom from generational sin/curses, Freedom from all evil of 
mind, body, spirit, Prayers for marriage, Prayer for deliverance from habits 
 
 
This will be a great tool in which we all can sow into 
the lives of which the Father by his divine spark is 
calling unto himself and his turning of hearts from 
darkness to light.  What a privilege it is to be 
entrusted by the Father to touch the lives of all he 
sends.  Together Tribe we are moving Heaven upon 
the earth realm. Touching one life at a time. Granting 
the tools which will be needed to build upon a strong 
foundation.  
 
He also directed us to make Outreach bibles, in 
which will have our logo on them and information 
cards in each one to connect with the ministry.   Here 
is a sample of the bible in which we will be ordering 
for the Salvation kits> (picture to the right) Partners I 
can not express enough, we couldn’t do this without 
your partnering with the lord in this ministry.   
Teamwork makes the dreams work, and we are 
about one heart at a time. 
 
Richard and I want to take this moment to come to you and ask you to get involved 
with us in this outpouring of the Spirit of God upon all flesh and bringing the tools 
needed to help them be transformed into the fullness of their new creation.  Granting 
them tools to succeed.  How can you get involved you ask?  By partnering with us 
monthly helping us to go where he calls us when he calls us, by partnering with us to 
produce such tools as theses to be a blessing to all which get saved. Sending a one-
time donation for production of the promise book or the bible or both.  No blessing is to 
small or to large!  Together we shall fulfill the commission that the Father placed upon 
this ministry of Isa 60, Isa 61, and Luke 4:18-19  
 

Outreach Bible 
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LOREM PSUM 
DOLOR AMET 

  
soluta nobis eleifend option 
congue nihil imperdiet doming 
id quod mazim placerat 

KRISTI HIGHWALKER 
AUTHOR OF               
SPARKS TO IGNITE 

Page 68 

It is time for the greatest Awakening to hit the earth 
realm.  It is time to be face to face living a lifestyle of 
IN-TO-ME-SEE, and out of me speak.  To truly 
understand what intimacy with God means and the 
operation of it you can watch online on our YouTube 
channel all the services we have had so far.  Just go 
to You-Tube and punch in Kristi Highwalker. For we 
are stepping into PEY –The decade of the Mouth, we 
must get intimate with God in a whole new level in 
order to be his mouthpiece of this decade.  We must 
all know how to hear the voice of God and no other 
voice shall we follow John 10:27. We have been in a 
8 week revival that will continue on through all of 
December every Sunday at 10:30 AM 
 
Hosted By Pastors Leonard and Wilma Jackson of 
Host Ministries Church. 605 Avant Clinton Ok 
 
 
 
 

Freedom Fire International Ministry 
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Here are your seeds in Action this last three months 

October 5th, we had the honor of being one of the guest speakers to the Ruth Conference and 
fundraiser for Woman to Woman Ministry. Director Bernia Williams-Kelly is a formerly 
incarcerated woman with a lot of heart and passion. Several years ago she founded "Woman 
to Woman" to assist other women in their transition from prison back into the community. 
Woman to Woman, PRC, Inc. provides temporary transitional housing, employment 
resources and other avenues of support, and assists women with the reunification of their 
families and communities.  Woman to Woman is a re-entry ministry for women returning 
home from prison in ... The Topeka Women's State prison, the Sedgwick County Jail as well 
as prisons around the nation are releasing women who are returning to home to Kansas.  
Our Vision-Empower, restore, connect and reconcile women in their fresh start as they make 
a new beginning inside of the power of a second, third, fourth and fifth chance, we never give 
up, never: as Jesus never stop loving us forgiving and saving us.  We also minister to the 
families and children who have a parent in jail/prison. We also encourage people to write to 
the women in prison around the world. We can connect you with an imprisoned women to 
share the love of Jesus Christ with, partner and encourage her along her struggle. 
 
 

Oct 26th we were so honored to be a guest speaker at the Working Men 
of Christ Ministries 2nd Annual fundraiser.  It was truly a blessed time of 
meeting other Kingdom people and watching all the lives in which 
Spencer Lyndsey Director of WMOC Ministries and all the team are 
touching.  We partnered with this ministry about a year and half ago and 
enjoy working together setting the captives free.  The Team loves to go 
to Topeka Women’s Prison, and when we do, we get the honor of staying 
at the House of Ruth which is one of the houses under this ministry.   

A little about that ministry in which we are partnered with 
Working Men of Christ offers housing and mentoring to those coming out of 
incarceration to help them become productive, healthy members of the body of 
Christ and their families. We believe that a healing approach to all those affected 
by crime and incarceration can contribute to healthy, prosperous communities. 
Our ministry is grounded in the conviction that we are all made in God's image, 
and there is no one who escapes His Love. Jes us, who was also put on trial, 
convicted, and executed, continues to offer hope and healing for all who seek Him. 
Through the awakening offered by a Christ -focused life, those who were broken 

Please check out our webpage for full calendar for the Highwalkers @ www.freedomfireministry09.com 
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are made whole again and are mobilized to serve their neighbors,  breaking the 
cycle of crime. 

Working Men of Christ begins the work with each student while they are still 
incarcerated and nearing release. Before being released, they complete a 
workbook called "The Captivity Series: The Key to Your Expected End" by Kati e 
Souza. Upon release, they come to live at one of our discipleship houses where 
they participate in daily Bible study. The cost to stay in the houses is $110/week. 
Through mentoring and community involvement residents are reintegrated into 
society with a solid foundation. This has proven to be an extremely effective 
process as evidenced  by our 4% recidivism rate over 7 years compared to the 
national average of 67.8% over three years!  

 

TRUE REVIVAL HAS COME TO CLINTON OK~ AND THE REGION 
Oct 13th, we  began what we thought was just a normal three time service at Host Ministries 
Church in Clinton Ok, but very quickly we found out that we were not seeing the full picture of 
what was in the heart of God for this Revival we have now found ourselves in now going in 
our 9th week service at Host Ministries Church 605 Avant Clinton Ok.  The Father spoke to 
Kristi and said, clear your agenda for Heaven is ready to move on the Earth realm, clear all 
through the end of the year, for I am going to move in Clinton Ok.  And we will talk in Jan with 
what I want for your schedule to be concerning this move.  So, we did and BOOM, He is doing 
exactly what he said.   
 
Partners you have seed in the ground, and they are flourishing, and the rewards are going to 
be mind-blowing, what we are seeing flourishing now is leaving us truly in the fear of the lord 
which means in awe of him….  Here is a quick testimony of what has taken place in these 9 
weeks:  
 
So far, we have had  4  people filled with the Holy Ghost, 6 people get Saved, as well as 3 
people rededicate their lives to Jesus, 2 set free from Meth and other hard drugs we are 
talking an instant sobriety , 9 set free from Smoking, as well as 2 set free from Prescription 
drugs.  A Miracle of Cancer removed supernaturally, Lungs touched, breathing restored, many 
touches of healing, and much inner healing taking place.   
 
One young lady which we lead to the lord told Pastor Wilma that she had been in church on 
and off all her life and she never knew she had to ask Jesus into her heart to be saved…  
WHOA, it is time to AWAKEN to HIM and his truths and order.  Don’t assume anyone 
understands salvation, make sure of it.  For this young lady came up for to be delivered from 
cigarettes, and in the midst, I heard the lord say to my spirit, stop and ask for those who 
needs saved to be saved or rededication before you go any further.  And he said to explain it.   
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So, we did so, and it was then the lady came to the front of the line standing with those others 
to be saved.  And he not only saved her but delivered her from cigarettes as well.  Glory to 
God!   
 
We watched two young people high on meth be rushed to the service (  one of the young 
ladies that came the previous week that was touched by a word of knowledge from the lord, 
She texted me saying I am driving 80 miles an hour from Oklahoma City to Clinton OK,  they 
texted me during the service and ai was preaching and checked my phone for the time frame 
and seen the message which said this: I am bringing a couple of people with me that need to 
meet you we are trying our best to get there before church is out, please don’t leave, I am 
obeying God and bringing them to you, please don’t leave they are in need)  They got there 
right at the very end of service during the altar time, in they came two desperate souls, barely 
hanging on to their lives, from all the loss and torment which comes from true addiction, not 
just playing with drugs but living a lifestyle which is a daily thing.   
 
They rushed in broken and totally lost, both haves lost their children, and truly themselves, 
with the one young lady, the lord began to share words of knowledge to them reading their 
mail, and as I had her grab my hands I began to hear the lord say unto me, daughter this one 
is just like you were when you came to me, she is broken past what she knows can be 
restored, she is fully lost, and damaged by her choices and others.  She is at her total bottom, 
grab this one and tell her I can restore her children, as I did she yelled and grabbed me so 
tight I could hardly breath, as the lord ministered to her and delivered her from her addiction 
and herself.  
 
Fresh breath began to be breathed into her and she was set free, to her amazement and 
shock she was instantly delivered.  Life was brought back into her and he did the same for the 
young man.  Both walked out of that church being touched by the savior and his true 
deliverance.  For whom the Son sets free is free indeed.   
 
We had the honor of helping this young lady with clothes and needs that she had for when I 
say she lost everything, I mean she had the clothes on her back.  We also got to stand with 
her, and the Father had given her a prophetic word pertaining to her children.  She for the 
first time two weeks later was given a drug test which came back clear in order to get a 
visitation with her two precious babies.  Because of you the partners of this ministry, we were 
able to bless her with the ability to get toys and clothing for her children to take to her visit to 
give to her children and to show the case worker that she was doing all she could to become 
and fulfill all needed to start a stabile life for her children to come home unto.     
 
Now the same young lady that brought these kids to us, when they all left church, they went 
on a mission to invite others to the service the following week, sharing with them what had 
taken place in their lives.  She was led to contact a young lady and young man who lived in 
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Clinton, and they shared what Jesus was doing with them.  This young lady said she had just 
gotten out of county, and she wanted to change, she didn’t want the lifestyle anymore, and to 
pick her up she wanted to go next week.  But unfortunately, before the night was over, these 
two precious souls were murdered.  She instantly the following morning contacted Richard 
and I with questions, and not understanding why the lord would place them on her mind and 
have them invited to say they wanted to come to then be murdered that very night.   
 
The lord had me to respond to her in this manner, I believe that the father had put them so 
strongly on your heart to get you to reach out to them. I don't know if you recall and I don't 
know if it was in the teaching in the Sunday that you were there, but sometimes were the only 
Jesus someone sees, meaning that which we present to them amen, you presented 
opportunity you caused her to think upon the Lord when you were speaking to her and 
sharing with her about to come to church amen, you caused her heart to begin to think upon 
Jesus amen.   and I see the text that your sister posted and about how she wants to go to 
church, she wanted to change your life, she wanted these things to happen.  I believe our 
precious Lord heard her cries of her heart and that in her crying out to him, she was saved.  
That is the grace and power of our living true God.  His Mercy and His Grace…..   
 
I believe you were instrumental in it, I believe that the father touched her right in the end, see 
the word says that he and he alone, knows the day of birth and the day of death for us all. (he 
didn't cause her death, but he knew the day that she would be at that her Life would end here 
on the earth)  and so he knew to send someone that she would listen to, and I believe that the 
word says if you just confess Jesus, if you ask him, I believe you caused her to think up on him 
and ask him and revisit him for her life.  
 
I believe the father is stirring your gifting's, you are a foot soldier for the Kingdom of God.  I 
believe he is using you in this hour to be a carrier of his divine spark to bring souls into the 
Kingdom of God.  He is adding to his church and he is using you as his voice to deliver his 
wooing unto the people to come and be saved and set on fire for him! 
 
 
Another testimony we wanted to share: We had a lady come to us for which desired prayer, 
but before the lady got to share what she desired prayer for, the lord spoke to share my 
testimony to the family of how I was in 10 days healed and totally delivered from cancer and 
the tumor which was went from a 2.7 to a 1.7 to 0 and a clear biopsy in 10 days.  And then he 
began to have the team all lay hands upon them and prayer and cancel every assignment of 
cancer and death, and release a miracle touch of Jesus Christ and life upon her, granting a 
word of knowledge to her, her husband, as well as her two nieces.  BOOM this started a 
turning of points in lives and a true release of revival upon the services.  This took place on 
Nov 5th and on Nov 24th this precious lady testified that week she went back to her doctor and 
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then ran every test including a biopsy and the test all came back cancer free!  Supernaturally 
healed.   
 
We are watching these that come each week that have been delivered and set free, come the 
following week with others with them, and them getting saved and adding to the church 
weekly.  We truly are in revival.   
 
We had one lady come two weeks later and her daughter had been murdered a few days 
previously, And the Father began to speak into her life and bring peace to her mind over this 
death of her precious daughter, setting her free from the torment of the murder, it is amazing 
to me to see what ever need is brought forth each week, that the lord has brought this team 
together working in unity and out of the team every week  there is someone who had all 
ready in life been brought out and delivered and set on solid ground in the area which was 
presented before us that needed help and deliverance, in order to be able to pour out to the 
need.  POWERFUL I must say! 
 
We every week are watching the FATHER move, turn things around, do what was said could 
not be done, things which thought could never be is happening.  Every week someone is 
getting saved, healed, delivered, set free, his miracle working power is here, his GLORY is 
pouring down upon us.  People are coming in off the streets, and being touched, loved on, 
excepted, and delivered by his glory he is pouring out! 
 
Another testimony came from the young man who came in and was instantly set free from 
addiction, he after only four weeks, do not even begin to look like the man who stepped 
through those doors four weeks ago, he told me yesterday that he ust to look forward to the 
weekends, so he could party, and he said now I can’t wait for the weekends so I can go to 
church.  He said he wanted to make a difference in others’ lives the way we have in his.   
 
In another service the week past, the altar call was for deliverance and freedom from the 
knives in our backs, from our enemies, from words delivered from family members, a call to 
come and allow him to heal and deliver ones from this, and set them into a place in order to 
be able to forgive and forget that which was done to them.  The lord granted much needed 
inner healing that day, removing the knives and placing in their hands and exchange of the 
Sword of Truth and his word, Sword of the Spirit, and now what was done against them will 
be used for them.  Freedom was delivered to the people that day.  No longer carrying the 
weight of the burden of that which was done to them.   
 

To God be all the glory!  They are coming in one way but leaving 
testifying they were touched by GOD!!!! His glory is truly pouring 
upon his earth, and those in it. 
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The Restoration Power of God 
Last edition we spoke all about the restoration power of God, 
turning your worst thing into your blessing, talked about how 
he desired to restore the years the locust had eaten and bring 
forth his released touch of promise into our lives.  If you didn’t 
read the last edition, please got back to the web page and do 
so, you will be so blessed.  The picture you see to the right, it 
took 61 years in the making.   

 

Richard has prayed since a child to find and know his biological family.  He had a void in which 
was burning in him to know where he came from, his roots, who he looked like, what his 
parents were like, a real yearning, and a true pain in which for much of his life drew him into 
wrong things, drugs, alcohol, meanness ,and a deep hopelessness of the void in him 
becoming whole.   He longed with all in him to find his family.   

 

He was grateful to his adoptive parents, and all they had done for them. But it was not the 
same, he filled the void in his adoptive parents’ heart, for their longing of a Son, but his void, 
his longing was not filled, his void in his heart was not filled by his adoption.  Well as you all 
know from last months edition where we shared about the restoring power of God for his 
children.  How he was delivering the promises to us, and his goodness in the land of the living.   

 

Well in September of 2019 for the first time every Richard meet his Sister and her family and 
all the Wilkerson side of the family at the family reunion they hold every year in Antlers 
Oklahoma.  It was amazing to watch him interact with his family and them him.  It was like in 
an instant of an eye all was healed, delivered, and made as if they grew up 
together.  Instant bonding and a love like he could not explain.  To see 
how much Richard looked like his uncles, and the see how much him and 
his sister Renee are, it was truly breath taking.   

Picture on the top is of Richard and I with his sister Renee, husband Tim, 
and their only Daughter Krista and her two children Mason and Priya.  As 
you can see from the picture it was a huge success. ( picture on right 
lower is Richard with items)   Renee blessed Richard with his mother’s 
bible, as well as one of her Ruby Rings, and it was one of the most 
beautiful restoration I have ever witnessed in my walk with the lord these 
last 21 years.   

 

 
 

Richard receiving his 

Mothers Bible 
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Kristi and the Fire Tribe Team has been invited 

to go back to Italy in 2020 for a 10-day tour.   
Within that tour they will be touching, Naples, 

Rome, Venice, Mantova, Villafranca di Verona, 

and Patronage,  
 

They are excited to be hosted by Apostle 
Domenico and Pastor Lidia from church Nuova 

Vita. In Mantova Italy, and Adriana Frost from 
Cavion Italy. 

 

We are excited to host a mini School of the 
Prophetic in Cavaion, teaching upon hearing 

the voice of God and moving in the Holy Spirit 

and the giftings.   

 
The team will be joining rapper Shoek and his 
manager David for a Youth event and hosting a 

day of mentoring sessions with the youth in the 

areas. For they are truly hungry for more. There 
are so many teens in which Shoek has taken 

under his wings, many have no parents, are 
homeless, were lost in drugs and alcohol, and it 

is our heart to stand and help mentor beside 
them.  

 

With that said, we have hopes that the New 
program Freedom Steps can be reproduced and 

ready in Italian by that date in order to produce 
and sow this program into our brothers and 

sisters in Italy.  We here in America have no 
clue how great we have it.   

 

They do NOT have the ability for help as we do 
here in the states.  In my prayer time I have felt 

the unction to sow into their deliverance and 
freedom by taking this program and placing it 

into their hands.   We hope to be able with you 
the reader generously partnering with us be able 

to deliver 10 cases of books and several 

complete program kits which consist of DVD- 
or CD of 12 weeks of training lessons, 

leadership training, and the forms kits for the 
program.   

 
Our cost for producing this would be 

approximately $2000.00.  Teamwork makes the 

dream work; won’t you go across the nations 
equipping wit us by partnering to accomplish 

this mission? 
Spirit. 

We are excited about returning to Italy and will be producing 

Sparks To Ignite in Italian and blessing the people, as we are 

commissioned in this Journey to train them in the prophetic 

and moving into their giftings.  The Father has also led us to 

reproduce the School of Prophets Volume one in both books 

and DVD in Italian and place in the hands of the Italian 

brother and sisters the cost of this reproduction and 

production is approximately $1000.00 It is time to touch the 

world with the sound teaching on His mode of operations and 

Kingdom Structures and how to move in that which is in our 

DNA within us.  Will you pray on sowing into this tour and 

the planting of these seeds into the people of Italy, and the 

heartbeat of our Lord Jesus.  Total in which we are praying to 

raise is $6000.00 to accomplish all the Father has laid in us to 

deliver to the precious people of Italy, DREAM BIG OR GO 

HOME! 
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This month’s series we are delivering unto our precious partners 

is called Living Face to Face.  We will be sending via email one 

session a month.  This is a four-part series.   Here is some about 

what you will get in Part 2 of Face to Face living in the intimacy 

with God. Say with me: Today I am going to have intimate 

relations with God today I am going to get past the hurt, today I 

am going to be taught, so I can bond and have true relationship of 

intimacy. 

Ways of Face to Face Relationship realities that need awaken 

in us. 

1. God Wants to be Close to me.  

The pillar of cloud moves towards the Tent of Meeting, where 

Moses has kept his appointment with God.  The depth of God’s 

desire to spend time with me, and the price He has paid to do so 

is beyond my ability to comprehend. Say with me:I know He 

desires to be with me—too often, I move to meet Him 

hesitantly. Today, I choose to take bold, firm steps towards God 

2. There is Always More of God to Encounter 

Moses has a ‘face to face’ friendship with God. He speaks with Him in the cloud of His Presence. And 

yet, Moses is still dissatisfied with his current experience of God. 

‘Lord, show me your glory.’ (Ex 33:18) 

• There is always more of God to encounter; dare I, like Moses, request it—and what will happen 

when I do? Lord, show me your glory, increase my capacity to bear it.  

Say with me: Today I choose to go deeper and closer there is GREATER there is larger and there 

is MORE and it is mine, today If you have felt you had enough of God, REPENT for there is always 

MORE! 

3. Intimacy Involves 2-Way Conversation 

Moses shares his concerns with God, but he also listens as God shares His own plans, thoughts, and 

feelings. KEY 

There is a place of intimacy, beyond the self-absorbed prayer we have known, where we can move 

from self-consciousness to GOD-CONSCIOUSNESS. 

• I wonder—when was the last time you listened to God as He shared His feelings and plans?  

Say with me: Lord, may I hear Your voice today, and every day, May I build in relationship with you 

on a balanced way, where I talk but where I listen even more than I talk.    
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4. Must make a quality decision are you A Friend or an 

Onlooker—we Get to Choose ( we must engage) en·gage 

=occupy, attract, or involve (someone's interest or attention). 

capture, catch, arrest, grab, seize, dra

w, attract, gain, win, captivate, hold, 

grip, engross, absorb, occupy 

  

participate or become involved in. 

The people of Israel stand at the entrances to their tents, watching in awe as Moses enters the Tent of 

Meeting. 

The people of Israel were onlookers. They saw the distant cloud of God’s presence but did not hear 

the conversation. All they knew of God’s words were what they heard second-hand from Moses (Ps 

103:7) 

• We must ask ourselves, Am I content with being an onlooker while others get close to God? …I 

say, ‘No’…  I want to see You Lord; I want to hear Your voice for myself today and every day I 

don’t want an event I want a daily encounter!   

Say with me:  I will develop a life of goin gin refusing to be an onlooker, I am your friend.  

5. Withhold, or Disclose my Inner World? 

Moses does not hold back his thoughts, his grievances, his desires. His life is an open book to God. 

There is such bondage in which Gods intent for us was not, when we live from a closed book 

mentality.  We close our book with God and with others, believing in ourselves that God can only see 

what we let him such deception and such bondage. Bondage when freedom was paid for at such a 

high cost 

I can open my real inner self to God because I am safe with Him. Nothing is hidden from God; He 

knows all about me anyway. His grace is the remedy for my weakness, His forgiveness the remedy for 

my sin. 

• God says, ‘Come to Me as you are.’ (Heb 10:19-22) Will I reach for more of the intimate 

relationship with God that Jesus has paid the price for? 

6.   To Hunger or not to Hunger   

Hunger: that gnawing ache on the inside of you; that sense of need that is not content until it is 

filled.  Hunger is an active state, for it results in you seeking out the object of desire that will 

satisfy your need. Moses and all named were hungry.  Hunger for God is the longing to encounter 

Him, to be with Him, and to be filled with His Spirit. We are filled when we pray, fat, worship it is the 

whole foundation in which we must be established on.    As prophetic people, we need to hunger and 

thirst after God.  When we are hungry for God and His Presence, we will do whatever it takes to get 

close to Him. The place of intimacy is where we will catch, not only the revelation He wants to 

give us, but we will also catch His heart.  Many of us want to be filled with the Spirit, we long to 

be close to God and see miracles happen in people’s lives. 
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When we hunger and thirst for God, we will seek Him, and when we seek Him, we will be filled and 

empowered.  It all starts with hunger. Be looking next month for the continuation of part three of 

living face to face. You will receive emails as well with YouTube videos of this series. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As we learned in Sparks to Ignite 
one and two, there is power in prophetic decrees and they will change your life 
forever. We learned how to partner with God in accomplishing things on the earth 
realm by using the power of choice which in in our voices.  We learned to plant 
blessing with our mouths.  We also learned that prophetic decrees enable you to take 
the promised land of your inheritance in Jesus Christ.  Prophetic decrees empower 
one to walk in your destiny.  
 

In volume 3, we are going to discover that today’s decree’s creates tomorrows 

possibilities!  This volume will be very focused on our dream realm and bringing it into 

reality.  Empowering us through decree’s and establishment.  Part of my heart is to 

empower people to live successful, productive daily lives.  Empowered Living, it all 

starts with that which we decree and establish.   

 

It is our hearts that this book will inspire you to begin making a lifestyle of prophetic 

decree’s, to be empowered in your daily living and walk with Jesus.  That it causes you 

to dig deeper into relationship with the Holy Spirit and the communication realm.    

It is the heart of the Highwalker’s that you by utilizing this book as a tool and activation 

guide, will begin to develop a deeper intimate relationship with the Heavenly Father 

and begin to stand strong in the power of decrees.   

 

In this edition of Sparks to Ignite, I felt the Heavenly Father say to be to place in the 

beginning of this edition a decree to the courts of heaven and show you an example of 

SPARKS TO IGNITE 

Vol 3 

Today’s decree’s creates tomorrows 

possibilities!  

Kristi Highwalker  
 

Vol 3 
Today’s decree’s 

creates tomorrows 

possibilities!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Highwalkers are very excited 
to begin promoting Kristi's newest 
book which is hoped to hit amazon 
in December.  This volume will 
help you begin to plant blessings 
with your mouth. 
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which we can as children of God and with all legal authority take and enter into the 

courts of heaven.  Mind you it is only an example but truly one you can enhance and 

use in your life. 

 

I also felt that the readers of this edition might be going through some very strong 

battles, I know our family during this time is, and so is our nation.  So, I sensed him 

leading me to lay out a decree and petition for us here pertaining to breaking 

strongholds, witchcraft, and all illegal activities we might be being attacked with by the 

evil one.  I quote Illegal activities because he has trespassed many of us and this 

decree and petition will help us in once accord deal with such dealings. 

We come together as a tribe today for our families, each other, and our nation and the 

nation of Israel.  We come and we stand tall in your courts today oh righteous judge.  

we can declare – “I call forth the protection of God for you the reader, myself, my 

family & my Nation and for Israel. We never let our prayers or eyes go off of Israel.  

And today we petition against all the wiles and strategies of Satan!  I call forth the 

purposes of God to be fulfilled in not just my life, but the lives of all the families of 

which read these books.    

 

I call forth the sozo (salvation, healing & deliverance) of God to the bloodlines and our 

Nation and I declare that this tribe and all bloodlines of all such said people, and these 

Nations will serve & honor God!   

 

Father rise up, rise up your leaders of this hour, bring them forth, let them not shrink 

back, let them rise boldly in confidence in you the grand supreme and righteous Judge 

that you are.   

 

Bring forth Your leaders for our Nations and lead them Lord. Bring forth the priest of 

our homes and lead them lord.  Protect our lives from the evil one! I say he is 

defeated, and he shall bow in Jesus Name.  His legal rights were taken away and our 

legal rights are in place and we call upon those documents to be presented in the 

courts this day.    Let Your Kingdom come, and Your will be done here on earth as it is 

in heaven!  

 

Father strengthen us to hold our posts with passion and to always worship You no 

matter what!    Teach us this day lord how to in all things, worship you.  That in 

Worship is strength and today we boldly say, I worship You Lord! 

 

I release the power of the Spirit of the Living God into our homes!   I call forth the full 

awakening of each family, of each bloodline of promise.   I call forth the destruction of 

its overlords of darkness and shadows of destruction.   I say the tactics of the enemy 
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has not hold, and shall not be given place, we stand on our rights.   I say we will not 

grab the hand of the enemy, but of our lord, we shall grab hold tight and not let go.   

 

I command the foreclosing of all darkness on our home and the complete shattering of 

the enemy’s intentions toward us, I call forth the release of the Rain of God. Let it rain, 

let it rain, open the flood gates of heaven for us your children.   

 

Lord, I receive Your Anointing of Freedom, I command our full release from all 

demonic spirits and their influence.  We shall not tolerate it any longer.   We will not be 

likened to the people in Revelations, which you spoke to and said you had aught 

against for tolerating jezebel!   We will not tolerate this principality in Jesus Name.  For 

it is written you have given us all power and dromion and authority overall.  

 

Eph 1:17-23    17[For I always pray to] the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of 

glory, that He may grant you a spirit of wisdom and revelation [of insight into mysteries 

and secrets] in the [deep and intimate] knowledge of Him, 18 By having the eyes of 

your heart flooded with light, so that you can know and understand the hope to which 

He has called you, and how rich is His glorious inheritance in the saints (His set-apart 

ones), 19 And [so that you can know and understand] what is the immeasurable and 

unlimited and surpassing greatness of His power in and for us who believe, as 

demonstrated in the working of His mighty strength, 20 Which He exerted in Christ 

when He raised Him from the dead and seated Him at His [own] right hand in the 

heavenly [places], 21 Far above all rule and authority and power and dominion and 

every name that is named [above every title that can be conferred], not only in this age 

and in this world, but also in the age and the world which are to come. 22 And He has 

put all things under His feet and has appointed Him the universal and supreme Head 

of the church [a headship exercised throughout the church], [Ps 8:6.]  23 Which is His 

body, the fullness of Him Who fills all in all [for in that body lives the full measure of 

Him Who makes everything complete, and Who fills everything everywhere with 

Himself]. AMP  

 

We will walk in the power of Your Release and will measure Your Depths and be 

raised into Your Heights, for You are awakening all weary hearts and shaking them 

free from disillusionment and captivity.  We receive the Spirit of hope! We receive the 

fullness of the Spirit of Adoption in which we were grafted into you with.   

 

Awaken our hearts from the bondage of loss by awakening and refreshing our hearts 

and minds.  I renounce the acceptance of loss and lack, and I receive the outpouring 

of your Spirit upon us. I say we are redeemed from the curse of lack; we shall not let 

our minds redraft us into what you have set us free from. 
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I release our family’s lives into Your care Lord and receive your abundance for us.  I 

repent of following whims & memories of hardship to measure all else by. We receive 

and call forth Your Shekinah Glory to rest upon us and to make the way through into 

full release and salvation.” 

 

I command the full release of my family and all families in which are reading this book, 

from the effects of occult practices and all curses and oppressions on this Land.  I 

demand our safe passage out of these dark passageways and doorways of darkness 

that our souls had become entrapped in through laws unleashed upon the Land and 

its inhabitants. 

 

I break the power of all disobedience, rebellion, animosity, divorce, disease and 

sickness off every person,   I call forth FREEDOM a Fresh WAVE of FREEDOM, not 

freedom as the world gives, but your freedom, the freedom that whom the son sets 

free, is freed in deed.     

 

I call forth the Fire of God to be re-ignited in the hearts and souls of the people and of 

their blood lines and our Nation. Spark and Ignite us fresh oh Father we pray!  

Let the fire fall, let your wind blow, let your glory come down!  Let life and life more 

abundantly in which you said as child of you, is ours!  I speak life, life, life let life be 

sparked in your people this day Father.   

 

I speak forth Life and Release for us and our family from all fabrications and false 

foundations poured out upon cursed land in this nation designated by the enemy for 

his vengeance against this Land.  

 

I boldly and in confidence, declare this land is his land, that every step our feet take 

upon this land is marked for him and him alone.  Yahweh this is your land!  

I cut off all ties and agreement with the past and its grip and hold over our thinking and 

understanding, I speak forth our ‘release’, I curse the curses against us. I say let the 

curses be broken let the linage of Jesus Christ come. Where Generational Curses 

were, Generational Blessings are now established and in flourishing.   

I break off the power of disappointment and broken dreams, betrayal, and I lay aside 

all agreement with a victim mentality.  I decree and believe that myself, my family, your 

family, are victors and overcomers who will no longer be held back by the lies and 

torments of the past.  
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Today say with me, past is gone, future is here, I am the future and the future is NOW!  

Shout for his glory shall fill the earth and it shall come forth in measures beyond our 

thinking.  The blockades of the past are removed this day, say with me I am free! 

 

I break off the chains that held us bound to past exploits, defeats, success, position 

within the realms of darkness.  I declare that we will no longer allow the past to 

hitchhike on our backs nor will it cause us to go out of our way for it.!  

 

I break all ties with the past and its occupation in our thoughts, both conscious and 

subconscious, I cut off all attachments and false identity resulting from the past and all 

it entailed. 

Woo-hoo, it is a great day to be alive and well living in the future. 

 

I ask You Father to cleanse and renew our hearts, minds, and remove the spiritual 

blood clots to our hearts and minds.  I break off all ungodly ties and mindsets and 

strongholds. I repent of disobedience & carnal living.  Cause me to grow into the 

fullness of seeking first Your Kingdom & righteousness Lord so that all else will be 

added unto me. 

 

I renounce and cut off all agreement with all oaths, all occult activity, all criminal 

activity, all lies and deceit, all addiction and all ungodly soul ties. This will no longer 

rule in homes and in our land, we are taking back our nation one heart one freedom at 

a time.   

 

I break agreement with rejection and abandonment and victimization upon every one 

of the readers of this legal documents in which I present the court today. 

I declare that: We are a new creation in Christ Jesus.   For it is written in 2nd 

Corinthians 5:17,  I renounce and break agreement with all false identity, and speak 

truth of We are a new creation, behold all things, not some things, all things have 

become new,  and I declare that We each are hid in Christ Jesus and we are one with 

Him…. we are bound together in a spirit of unity and agreement by His blood.   

I refuse agreement with all entitlements from participating in evil.   I break all 

agreement with death, and all the cause and effects of Baal, Jezebel and the demonic 

trio of evil, In Jesus Name and in right channels of authority do we make this decree!  

 

Today we say unto every reader, be sparked and ignited, be free.  Let his glory fall 

and his fire come, we shall ignite the world one decree at a time.  You have been 

given the weapons of choice, your voice, own it!   
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We need to always remember that a decree is an official order issued by a legal 

authority. A decree is taking Gods words and speaking it out. We have been given the 

authority from Jesus to make these decrees into our realms of influence and as we do 

it, we begin to create the will of God in our life in the spiritual realm. 

 

As kings and priests, we have been called to rule and reign with Christ (Rev 5:10).  We 

have been told to “… speak to mountains and command them move into the sea 

…” (Mark 11:23) and to heal the sick – not pray for them (Matt 10:1; Matt10:7,8). 

Declaring the word of God in faith is especially powerful. In Isaiah 55:11 God said, “My 

word shall not return void but accomplish all it is sent forth to do.”  Joel 2:11b says “For 

strong is the One who executes His word” – once you have a revelation of that 

astounding statement, you will decree with great confidence. 

Therefore, when we stand boldly and use the authority that is ours in Jesus’ name 

(“Lord, even the demons are subject to us in Your name” Luke 10:17) then we too can 

expect significant results. 

 

As you decree God’s word and will, the awesome power of the Holy Spirit is 

released to bring it to pass … 

 

As we begin reading here in Sparks to Ignite three, you will find yourself on a 60-day 

journey of this exact thing of a wind of prophetic decree’s that the Father planted in the 

heart of Kristi to decree not only on behalf of herself but for your life and the lives of all 

who read this book.   

 

We hope you have read Volume one  and two of Sparks to Ignite, if not go grab that 

one as well, each day will fill you full of the rhema, and prophetic word of God 

equipping you to start your morning off right and filled with the power of decrees.   

In this book, I will share with you the word, an exhortation, prophetic decree, and then 

an activation.  If you will study these truths and apply them to your life, you will see 

miraculous changes in your life.  You will partner with God to advance His kingdom 

especially as it concerns your ministry and sphere of influence.  This book is a tool to 

use to learn how to begin a lifestyle of being a living decree!   

 

Here are some Bible Verses about the use of decrees: 

Job 22:28 “You will decree a thing and it will be established for you ….”  

Isaiah 44:26 “God confirms the word of His servant …”  

Proverbs 18:21Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and those who love it 

will eat its fruit. 

Isaiah 55:11 God said, “My word shall not return void but accomplish all it is sent forth 

to do.” 
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Decrees are a powerful daily tool we must be using.  Your mouth is your weapon of 

choice.  Open your mouth this day and begin to Prophesy and begin to Decree, for the 

word says in Job 22:28  You shall also decide and decree a thing, and it shall be 

established for you; and the light [of God's favor] shall shine upon your ways. AMP 

Last but not least, I want to share with you this scripture from Jeremiah 33:3 Call to 

Me and I will answer you and show you great and mighty things, fenced in and hidden, 

which you do not know (do not distinguish and recognize, have knowledge of and 

understand). AMP 

 

Calling unto him, is a way of decree…  as we choose to call upon him, he will begin to 

answer and show us great things, things in which we did not know, did not understand, 

and then we place action to that and begin to decree that which he shows up and 

watch it become reality, to be established by him.   

 

I want to strongly encourage you to be real with God over these next 60 days and real 

with yourselves.  No façade needed.  Be free to be you.  Talk with him, like you and I 

would talk.  Challenge yourself and let the daily sparks challenge you to go deeper to 

expand yourself in him, to even open yourself up to him in a way you might not 

experience with him before or even known it was available to you before.  Go into 

these next 60 days expecting great things to be ignited into you, and they shall be 

ignited not only in you but out of you onto others!  

 

So now we welcome you to join us on this next 60-day journal of prophetic decree that 

will shift your life.  Remember this is just Volume 3 we have plans of publishing 4 

volumes this year if not more.  Keep an eye out on our websites YOU CAN 

PREORDER NOW @ www.KristiHighwalker.com &  www.freedomfireministry09.com 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.kristihighwalker.com/
http://www.freedomfireministry09.com/
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UPDATE ON WHERE YOU OUR PARTNERS SENT 
BOOKS THIS LAST THREE MONTHS: We were able 
because of our faithful donors to send the Sparks to 
Ignite book into 3 transitional house, one county jail, 
and into the lives of all at the Revival in Clinton Ok.  
We donated about 5 cases total glory to God! 
 
We are so excited in that which the Father has shared 
with us to do with Sparks to Ignite Volume 1.  The 
Father shared with us in back in the imagination 
phase of this book and all the coming forth volumes, 
that his pulse upon this book was to equip his 
children.  That this book would ignite one’s daily walk 
and prophetic call.  It is unique unlike other 
devotionals.  For it not only gives one a mini daily 
study but teaching and activates one into prophetic 
decree’s over their lives.  
 
The Fathers heart is to get these books into Jails, 

Prisons, and transitional houses, to be a tool used to affect the lives to empower them 
into the flow of his heart and the value of the weapon of choice he granted us, our 
voice!   

The Highwalkers are excited to announce to you that 

they are in the midst of creating a 12-step program 

called Freedom Steps, dealing with and overcoming Life 

Controlling Roots.  Program available projection date 

is Jan 2020. 

 

What we pride ourselves and this program on is it gets 

to the roots of things, I knew I was a drug addict, but I 

didn’t know is why I became a drug addict.  What was 

the true ROOTS behind my addiction?  

 

See addiction wasn’t the real problem, it was the trauma 

and rejection that was the real issue behind why Kristi 

ever became addicted. It was her abandonment issues 

and loss that created the need to escape her realities in 

which she lived in, leading to a life of addiction to cover 

up the roots.   

 

See if you never get to the true ROOTS you never truly 

get free.  The word says whom the son sets free is free 

indeed. Why because he is a ROOT working God.   

 

Look for all upcoming updates in near future 
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This is where we need you our amazing partners and financial supporters to join with 
us in this mission.  We are in touch with a ministry in Oklahoma as well as three 
ministries in Kansas who operate in Prison Ministry and Transitional houses.  And it is 
our heart to begin to supply Sparks to Ignite behind the walls and in houses of ones 
coming out of behind the walls.   
 
Richard and I are personally involved and partnered with each of these ministries and 
there is a hunger inside the prisons and even city jails, that we need to be tapped into 
and feeding.  What better way than to bring Sparks to Ignite into their lives.    In order 
to do this, we need your partnership.  For not all can go, but you can send us, you can 
send this book and following volumes with us.  Prison ministry is in our DNA and we 
want to establish Kingdom principals within the walls and out.   
 
In the last part of September, we will be going behind the walls in Topeka Ks, and On 
Oct 5th we will be at an event hosted by a ministry in which equips not only ones 
coming out of prison but the children of those locked up.  Both ministries we are 
involved with these dates have a transitional house, and we would like to at least be 
able to take a case to each house.   
 
This is where we need you!  Wont you sow seed into this pulse of God today!  In the 
memo place Sparks behind the walls and out and 100% of the donation will be to 
deliver these books.  We hope to deliver several cases a month behind the walls and 
in transitional house and county jails all throughout Oklahoma and Kansas.    
 
YOU CAN ORDER ONLINE NOW AT FREEDOMFIREMINISTRY09.COM 


